Sources of Support for Individuals
& Families

To support our families we've compiled this list of ways families and friends
can stay connected - some need a wifi connection , some just need a phone,
others need a bit of techy-know-how and some just a pen and paper.
Why not see what works for you and you family?

HOW TO STAY CONNECTED

Using Social Media for video calls - easy to arrange because so
many people have these apps on their devices
Facebook messenger allows you to have a
phone call with up to 50 people at once. You
will need an internet connection and data to
join in.
Start a video chat
What's App also lets you do 4 way video
calls -you need all four of the participants to
have downloaded the APP to their
smartphone - but it used on WiFi its a free
call.
https://faq.whatsapp.com/en/iphone/2
6000028/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oq0_K1g99eE

Using Business Technology

Zoom Meeting calls - a bit trickier
and needs a bit of tech know-how
This is another business technology that has
been adopted by tecahers and families alike to
keep in contact. It needs everyone in the group
to have downloaded the APP to their
smartphone or tablet or the software to their
laptop.

Easy ways to stay in touch
Writing personal letters and postcards
are a lovely way of keeping in touch.
Many people appreciate the sentiment that goes
into a letter and enjoy receiving them - pen-pals
were all the rage some years ago - why not bring
back that letter writing tradition?

They are free for 40 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9isp3qPeQ0E

Just a thought..... Residents of care homes can be
very isolated - could you send letters to residents
to create new connections?

Virtual book clubs, film clubs and
quizzes

This YouTube video talks through how to set up
and participate in a Zoom Call.
There have been well publicised concerns about
ZOOM-BOMBING - people who join in Zoom
meetings and intentionally disrupt it.
To avoid this make sure you set up the security
features and only share the link to join the
meeting with trusted friends and family. Never
give other people control of the screen in your
meeting..

You don't have to have access to online
subscriptions to participate in shared activities you could have a NETFLIX FILM party (there is
a charge for this)- or you could simply agree
with a friend to watch the same film on TV, read
the same book and call them to talk about it.
Similarly you could agree with a group of friends
to do the same quiz and compare answers/
scores.

More Business Technology and
Telecoms - voice calls

Multi-way calling without the
internet
Meet Up Call: The organiser needs an
internet connection to set up the account
and arrange the call, but all other
participants can join without internet.
https://support.meetupcall.com/hc/e
n-gb

Three Way calling with BT
All about 3 Way Calling
What is 3 Way Calling?3 Way Calling is
invaluable when three callers need to join
a conversation. It's quick and easy
conference calling - all three of you can
have your say and there's no need to
make so many calls.
How much does it cost?
You can either pay each time you use this
feature or pay monthly. One-off use is
69p.
The monthly cost depends on how many
calling features you have from those
offered in the Calling Feature Pack. A 30day minimum term applies.
https://www.bt.com/help/landline/all
-about-3-way-calling

WARNING - NOT ALL OF THESE
OPTIONS ARE FREE - MANY
OFFER A TRIAL PERIOD THEN
START CHARGING!
Check the t&c's

Meet Up Call offers a free account for the
first 5 calls, and you can arrange for
people to be called by the system, so all
they have to do is answer their phone at
the agreed time.

Skype has a personal plan which is free
to use and is suitable for use at home
and for smaller businesses for up to 20
employees.
Great for video chats!
https://support.skype.com/en/skyp
e/all/

